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Abstract
Ion induced bending is a promising controlled technique for manipulating nanoscale structures.
However, the underlying mechanism of the process is not well understood. In this letter, we report a
detailed study of the bending mechanism of Si nanowires (NWs) under Ga+ irradiation. The microstructural changes in the NW due to ion beam irradiation are studied and molecular dynamics simulations are used to explore the ion–NW interaction processes. The simulation results are compared with
the microstructural studies of the NW. The investigations inform a generic understanding of the
bending process in crystalline materials, which we suggest to be feasible as a versatile manipulation
and integration technique in nanotechnology.

1. Introduction
In recent years, an interesting phenomenon of bending of nanostructures under bombardment by energetic ion
beam has been observed. The phenomenon has been seen in several materials such as carbon and peptide
nanotubes, amorphous carbon pillars, thin ﬁlm structures, and metallic cantilevers [1–8]. In many cases, the
bending process has been tried to understand on the basis of void-induced stress generation during ion beam
irradiation [4, 5]. In some cases, the phenomenon is attributed to ion induced thermal stress as discussed in
[2, 3]. In others, the bending process is thought to result from volumetric expansion caused by ion implantation.
Depending on the energy of ion beam and the length scale of ion implantation the nanowire (NW) bends
towards and away from the ion beam [6–8]. But in general the underlying physics of the phenomenon is not
clear. Nonetheless, the process has been successfully used to fabricate tailored three-dimensional structures and
to create nano-mechanical devices [3, 5, 9–11]. These studies suggest that the process can be potentially used as a
manipulation and nanointegration technique in nanotechnology, for which an in-depth understanding of the
underlying process is necessary.
In this paper, we present detailed investigations of the ion induced bending (IIB) of Si NWs. The NWs are
fabricated using the top-down process of focused ion beam (FIB) milling. Si NWs are chosen in particular as they
are promising building blocks for next generation nano scale devices [12–15]. We ﬁnd that the fabricated NWs
move and modify their shapes during the course of irradiation until it reaches a stable conﬁguration. This IIB
process of the NWs is found to be precise and highly controllable.
In order to understand IIB, an atomistic investigation in terms of ion–NW interaction (i.e. damage
formation and reorganization of the atomic layers) has been carried out. Microstructural investigations of the
NWs indicate that reorganization within the ion induced damage layers triggers the bending process. Further,
we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to understand the ion induced atomistic processes and inform
our interpretation of the experimental data.

2. Experimental details
A (111)-oriented Si wafer was used as the base material for NW fabrication. Ion milling and irradiation were
performed using an FEI Nova 200 Dualbeam FIB system that is equipped with an Omniprobe 100
micromanipulator and two gas injection systems for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) sample
© 2015 IOP Publishing Ltd
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Figure 1. SEM snapshots taken at different stages during the bending of a Si NW. The arrows represent the incident ion beam
direction. The initial irradiation angle was 36°. Applied beam voltage and current were 16 kV and 21 pA. The ion beam doses used to
achieve the bending shapes were: (b) 0.33 × 106 ions μm−2, (c) 1.65 × 106 ions μm−2, (d) 3.31 × 106 ions μm−2, (e) 5.0 × 106 ions μm−2,
and (f) 6.66 × 106 ions μm−2.

preparation [16]. Typically, a 30 keV, 0.48 nA Ga+ beam was used to remove material selectively from the Si
substrate to fabricate micron wires. Hollow cylindrical trenches were fabricated using the FIB milling to create
the wires. Circular patterns having outer diameters 10–15 μm and inner diameters of 2–3 μm were employed to
fabricate the cylindrical trenches. The process leaves the inner side as a micron wire standing perpendicular to
the substrate. Maximum focusing of the Ga+ beam in conventional FIB systems is usually obtained at high beam
voltage with low beam current. Therefore, the beam current was decreased to 9.7–48 pA and selectively
irradiated on the sides of the fabricated micron wires from a tilted angle to thin down the wires further. Using
this approach, ﬁne NWs of diameters as low as 25 nm can be fabricated. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of a 50 nm diameter NW is shown in ﬁgure 1(a).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Bending of NWs
3.1.1. Observation
The fabricated NW was subsequently irradiated from the angle indicated by the arrows at the top of the images in
ﬁgure 1. At this stage, the beam voltage and the current were 16 kV and 21 pA, respectively. The initial arbitrary
irradiation angle on the NW was 36° (ﬁgure 1(a)). We ﬁnd that the wire tends to bend towards the ion beam
direction as indicated in the sequence of images, ﬁgures 1(a)–(c). During the course of bending, the NW tends to
form a curved shape. Gradually, orientation of the upper portion of the NW becomes parallel to the ion beam
and eventually bends away from the ion beam. At this stage, the opposite surface of the wire starts receiving the
irradiation (ﬁgure 1(d)) and starts bending in the reverse direction (ﬁgures 1(d)–(f)). Gradually, the shape of the
wire changes from the initially curved shape to align straight along the beam direction and ﬁnally equilibrates
lying parallel to the ion beam direction.
The minimum dwell time that can be set in the SEM imaging process is 50 ns and within this observation
scale (image acquisition time ∼0.05 s), the bending process appears instantaneous and the deformation is plastic
i.e., the wire remains bent and stationary once the ion beam is switched off. The shape evolution of the NW
2
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Figure 2. (a) A false-colored overlapped image showing the bending evolution of the NW. Color representation: (a) yellowgreen, (b)
orange, (c) pink, (d) springgreen, (e) violet, and (f) indianred. (b) Schematic diagram shows the bending angle θ. (c) The graphical
representation of the bending pattern of the NW (bending angle versus ion beam ﬂuence).

during the bending process is shown by the false-colored montage in ﬁgure 2(a). Since the shape of the NW is
not initially a uniform curve, we quantify the deﬂection by drawing a line that connects the tip of the wire to the
center of the wire. The angle made by this line with the ion beam direction is taken as the bending angle of the
NW (ﬁgure 2(b)). A graphical representation of the bending pattern is shown in ﬁgure 2(c), which plots the
variation of the bending angle of the NW with the ion beam ﬂuence.
3.1.2. Bending mechanism
In order to understand this nanoscale phenomenon, an atomic scale understanding of the ion–NW interaction
process is important. When an energetic ion particle enters into the solid, it transfers its energy and momentum
to the target atoms and creates voids and interstitials in addition to surface sputtering. A variety of defects can be
formed and the amount depends on the sample material, incident beam type, irradiation parameters, etc [17].
When the 16 keV Ga+ ions enter into the nanoscale material (Si NW), they remove atoms from the surface layers
of the NW, produce different amount of voids at different depths and ultimately induce recrystallization in the
NW [17, 18]. As a result of the atoms removal (sputtering) and rearrangement of the disturbed atoms a
compressive stress is expected to be built up at the front facing layers. It is seen that through the defect formation
and recombination process of the defects, ion beam can produce signiﬁcant amount of stress of GPa order on a
sample surface [19, 20]. This provides a simple mechanism for the bending of the NWs in the present case. If the
outer most layers facing the ion beam irradiation shrink as a result of the developed compressive stress, this will
affect the nearest connected layers as well and induce a deformation in the system. As a result, a new equilibrium
shape is achieved with the NW bending towards the ion beam side.
The bending of the NW continues (till ﬁgure 1(c)), after which the opposite surface of the NW starts
receiving the irradiation (ﬁgure 1(d)) and as a result, the NW starts bending back towards the ion beam
(ﬁgures 1(d)–(f)). During this course of bending, the front face of the lower part of the NW is again exposed to
the irradiation and this will cause the NW to bend in the opposite direction than that of the upper part of the
NW. The competition between these two opposite bending directions enforces the NW to take a straight shape
nearly parallel to the ion beam direction. During the bending process, reduction in the wire thickness or the wire
height due to sputtering process is not speciﬁcally observed, which suggest of low sputtering rate as compared to
high bending rate of the NW. However, as soon as the wire aligns with the ion beam, the height gradually reduces
with the beam dose. This is in accordance with the experimental observation that a single NW can be bent many
times back and forth (by changing the ion beam direction) without drastically damaging the NW. The
observation also informs about the reversible nature of the IIB phenomenon. A scanning ion microscope video
showing the bending of a Si NW under 16 keV Ga ion beam irradiation is available online (supplementary
information, movie S1 available at stacks.iop.org/MRX/2/015002/mmedia).
3.1.3. Microstructural studies
TEM investigations were carried out on the NWs to study the structural modiﬁcations during the bending
process. An FEI Tecnai T20 instrument equipped with a Gatan Imaging Filter for elemental analysis was used to
study the chemical modiﬁcations of the NW. For this work, NWs were fabricated from a portion of Si that had
been welded to a Cu TEM grid using the in situ micromanipulator and a standard FIB lift-out technique [16].
This approach was found to be more reliable than fabricating the wires prior to lift-out. TEM results obtained
from freshly prepared NWs (without bending process) suggest that due to ion beam irradiation the prepared
3
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Figure 3. (a) A bright ﬁeld TEM image of a typical Si NW after multiple bending experiments. The inset shows a convergent beam
electron diffraction pattern collected from the NW. (b) A higher magniﬁcation image of the NW, revealing the presence of an
amorphous shell of variable thickness and a polycrystalline core.

NWs become polycrystalline during the fabrication process (supplementary information, ﬁgure S1). In order to
see the atomic modiﬁcations of such a NW due to the IIB process, a Si NW is prepared and bent multiple times. A
bright ﬁeld TEM image of the Si NW that had previously been bent multiple times is shown in ﬁgure 3(a). The
diameter of the NW is 35 nm. Both the patchy contrast in the main image and rings of diffraction spots in the
inset image indicate the NW to be polycrystalline. This structure is more obvious in the higher-resolution image
shown in ﬁgure 3(b), which shows the presence of several crystalline planes at random orientations with respect
to the NW axis (and thereby the Si substrate). A thin amorphous shell of non-uniform thickness is also evident.
The amorphous shell may have grown during the TEM imaging due to the presence of organic contamination
since we found that excessive e-beam irradiation during TEM imaging led to the growth of thick amorphous
layers on some part of the NW (supplementary information, ﬁgure S2).
The TEM studies clearly indicate that even after multiple bending of the NW the structure is not completely
amorphized by the ion beam irradiation and it retains its polycrystalline nature, which indicates the presence of a
strong recrystallization tendency in the damaged Si layers.
3.1.4. MD simulation
To achieve in-depth understanding of the atomic-scale mechanisms driving the IIB process, we have performed
MD simulations. A model was built to study the bombardment process of a single crystal Si NW (diameter
21.7 nm) by 16 keV Ga+ ions. The three orientations of the workpiece ([1 0 0], [0 1 0], and [0 0 1] along the X, Y,
and Z directions) are shown in ﬁgure 4(a). In order to model heat dissipation during the ion collision process,
two thermal layers were built at each end of the NW (ﬁgure 4(b)). A combination of the Tersoff and ZBL
potential was used for the simulation [21–23]. At the beginning of each ion collision, Ga ions were introduced at
a random location above the irradiation area (deﬁned as 2.5 × 2.5 nm2) as shown in ﬁgure 4(b). The incidence
angle of the Ga ions with respect to the NW (Z-axis) was 36°, equivalent to the initial incidence angle (θ) used in
our experiment (ﬁgure 1). The simulation time step was kept at 0.1 fs and an interval time of 140 ps was
employed for the workpiece to cool down to 293 K for each single ion collision. The concept of atomistic
equivalent temperature [24] was employed to analyze the temperature distribution at the core collision area
(indicated by the dotted line in ﬁgure 4(b)). Figure 4(c) shows the damage zone across the NW after the
irradiation of ion ﬂuence of 4 × 106 ions μm−2 and subsequent cooling. The recrystallized zones are shown by the
hexagonal marks and the atoms in violet color represent the residual defects after the collision process. If longer
simulation times were used then these residual defect zones are expected to form grain boundaries separating the
crystalline zones [18]. Hence, these simulation results can be closely compared with the corresponding
experimental data obtained from TEM image (ﬁgure 3).
The local temperature and the collision-dynamics during the interaction of a single 16 keV ion with the Si
NW are shown in ﬁgure 5. Each Si atom was colored by the atom’s common neighbor value [25]. Defect-free
regions (Si atoms of perfect diamond structure) were removed from the visualizations. As shown in ﬁgure 5, the
single ion collision process comprises a temperature spike portion (encircled by the dotted line in ﬁgure 5;
magniﬁed and shown in inset (a)) and a relatively long stage of recrystallization process (discussed below).
Initially, the irradiated Ga ion interacts with the Si atoms and a large number of atomic damages (vacancies
and interstitials) are created (inset (b) in ﬁgure 5). During this period, the Ga ion transfers its kinetic energy
4
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Figure 4. Multi-particle Ga+ collision MD simulation model. (a) The diamond crystalline lattice and the corresponding coordinate
axes. (b) The dimensions of the Si NW model (front view) with incidence angle of the Ga ions of 36°. (c) A cross-sectional view of the
NW after the irradiation of ion ﬂuence of 4 × 106 ions μm−2 (16 keV Ga+) and subsequent cooling down to 293 K. The violet atoms
refer to the atomic defects inside the Si NW. The dotted line in ﬁgure 4(b) indicates the core collision area selected for temperature
analysis. The hexagonal marks in ﬁgure 4(c) indicate the recrystallized zones within the collision cascade region.

Figure 5. Molecular dynamics simulations describing the temperature evolution and the recrystallization process for the ﬁrst single
ion collision. Inset (a): the local view of the temperature during the temperature spike phase. Inset (b): the initial defects created when
the local temperature has reached the peak value of 1254.4 K at 0.054 ps; this highest temperature region is shown by the encircled
line. Inset (c): an intermediate phase during the defect formation process observed at 0.092 ps; surface sputtering is also observed at
this stage. Inset (d): the defect conﬁguration at the stage of the peak disorder of the lattice achieved at 0.26 ps. Inset (e): the residual
defects after the system is cooled down to 293 K at 140 ps. The Si atoms of perfect diamond structure are removed from the
visualizations.

partly into thermal energy to the target material. At 0.054 ps, the local temperature reaches a peak value of
1254.4 K (Tp). This highest local temperature region is located at the surface facing the ion beam irradiation as
shown by the encircled line in inset (b), ﬁgure 5. Surface sputtering was also observed after Tp (inset (c) in
ﬁgure 5). The average sputtering of Si atoms observed during the simulation was ﬁve. Also, the damage zone was
5
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Figure 6. Stress development in the NW due to ion beam irradiation. The Ga ions fell on the NW making an angle of 36° with respect
to Z-axis (ﬁgure 4(b)). (a) Shows the distribution of stress at time 0.34 ps, (b) is the distribution at time 0.50 ps and (c) is the stress
distribution at time 140 ps. In all the cases, the unit of the stress is in GPa.

observed to grow continuously through the displacement cascades. The peak disorder of the local lattice
structure was found at 0.26 ps at which the local temperature was 663 K (inset (d) in ﬁgure 5). Following the
growth of the damage zone, there is a long stage of relaxation, during which the local high temperature provides
thermal energy to the atomic defects to anneal back to diamond structure [18, 26]. After the full-relaxationprocess, it is seen that more than half of the defects are annealed back to diamond crystal structure, and only a
few atomic defects remain in the Si sample (inset (e) in ﬁgure 5).
The stress developed due to the damage formation and recrystallization processes may depend on various
parameters [19, 27]. In order to look into the dynamic process of the stress development in the NW due to ion
beam irradiation, the atomic stress was calculated from the simulation data using viral stress theorem [28, 29]. It
is observed that under the irradiation dose of 4 × 106 ions μm−2 (with the same irradiation geometry as used
before, ﬁgure 4(b)), the stress developed during the time of damage evolution (at 0.34 ps) is positive at the region
facing the irradiation (shown by the elliptical dotted line in ﬁgure 6) and the stress at the opposite zone of the
NW (shown by the rectangular dotted line in ﬁgure 6) is negative. It is seen that the stress distribution across the
NW changes with time. Figure 6(b) is the stress distribution proﬁle across the NW at an intermediate stage of
0.50 ps. Figure 6(c) shows the distribution of stress across the NW at 140 ps, i.e., after the long stage of
recrystallization process. At this stage, the stress at the region facing the ion beam irradiation becomes negative
(compressive) and the stress at the opposite zone of the NW becomes positive (tensile) (ﬁgure 6(c); shown by the
elliptical and the rectangular dotted lines respectively). The difference in the stress distribution across the NW,
which is of the order of GPa, is the anticipated driving force for the mechanical deformation of the NW, which
eventually appears as bending of the NW towards the irradiation side.
Thus, the results obtained from the MD simulations can be efﬁciently used to understand the ion–NW
interaction and the NW bending process.
3.2. NW characterization
Further, we characterize the NWs fabricated by the ion beam milling process. A bright ﬁeld TEM image of a
freshly prepared Si NW (25 nm diameter) is shown in ﬁgure 7. The image shows large number of black spots,
roughly in spherical shape and distributed throughout the wire that are consistent with mass-thickness and
diffractive contrast variations. Elemental mapping of the NW (corresponding to the dotted portion shown in the
image) is shown in the insets (b) and (c) in ﬁgure 7, where insets (b) and (c) are energy ﬁltered TEM (EF-TEM)
images of Ga and Si elements, respectively. The EF-TEM images indicate that the black spots are Ga enriched
regions (GaERs), suggesting that the implanted Ga ions do not remain uniformly dissolved in the Si matrix but
segregate into strongly enriched particles, in agreement with earlier studies [30]. The thermal environment
created by the irradiation may assist in the diffusion of Ga ions within the collision-cascade regions. In our
present experimental conditions, no blistering or nanodot formation on the surface of the NWs is observed.
However, the dynamics of the agglomeration process of the Ga ions to form GaERs in the NWs might have the
similar mechanism. The approximate size distribution of the GaERs with the Lorentzian ﬁt is shown in the inset
of the image (inset (d)), which shows the dominance of GaERs with size 3–5 nm.
A close inspection on the image, inset (c) in ﬁgure 7 reveals that the tip of the NW is partly deformed. The
deformation is likely to be caused by the excessive e-beam irradiation during the TEM imaging. This enlightens
6
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Figure 7. (a) A bright ﬁeld TEM image of a Si NW taken immediately after fabrication. Elemental mapping of the wire (insets (b) and
(c)) corresponding to the dotted portion in the bright ﬁeld image indicates that the dark features observed in the bright ﬁeld imaging
are Ga enriched (inset (b)). Inset (c) is an EF-TEM image of Si. The approximate size distribution of the Ga enriched regions (GaERs)
is shown in the inset (d). The Lorentzian ﬁt is shown by the solid blue line in the graph (inset (d)).

the interesting aspect of NW bending: the role of thermal energy in IIB process. The energetic electrons can
produce heat in the NW material while passing through the wire and this can provide thermal energy to the NW
for further recrystallization and subsequent shape-modiﬁcation of the NW.

4. Conclusion
In summary, we have discussed the underlying mechanism of ion-induced bending of crystalline Si NWs. The
results of microstructural study and MD simulation support the hypothesis of ion induced amorphization,
recrystallization and subsequent formation of plastic strain, which in turn triggers the bending process. The
studies show the generic nature of the bending process for nanoscale crystalline materials and opens up the
possibility of using the phenomenon as a versatile manipulation and integration technique in the future.
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